Welcome to Public Health Practices BRIEF, a shorter version of our monthly UPDATE newsletter. It's our way of delivering curated and often hard-to-find tools and practices right to your inbox.

Please feel free to suggest future topics using the contact info below -- and to share this and future issues with your colleagues.

In this issue:
Innovative Cities Readiness Initiative projects

Online screening
A Kansas county created an online screening system for prophylaxis to ensure eligibility and cut
down on wait time at PODs. View Practice

POD partners
Utah counties used bank drive-thrus to dispense countermeasures during an exercise. View Practice

Countermeasure delivery
Chesapeake, VA, exercised residential delivery of countermeasures using school buses and a fleet of volunteers. View Practice

Closed sites
Minneapolis created tools to help CBOs dispense countermeasures to staff and clients. View Practice

Public-private agreements
A Nevada health agency developed ways for resorts to distribute SNS assets during an emergency. View Practice

For more CRI info
> Visit CDC's Cities Readiness Initiative page
> Read CIDRAP’s recent news article
> And don’t forget to submit your health agency’s CRI projects!

About us
PublicHealthPractices.org is a joint project between the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) in Washington, DC, and the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP) at the University of Minnesota.

Learn more
The Web site is a one-stop shop for concrete tools and strategies to respond to the health consequences of disasters and emergencies.

Learn more about us here.
And, connect with us on Facebook and Twitter!